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Notes
The transcripts of the Nuremberg trials are a record of a pivotal
event in the twentieth century. They deal with great events and so
their records deserve to be treated with respect. I have used them just
as they were recorded, with the exception of correcting a few obvious
typos e.g. inserting the apostrophe in “isnt”, and formatting the
names of the various speakers.
Other than that, the transcript is exactly as the stenographers
wrote it, the exact words used in court. Of course, Goering and the
defence lawyers spoke in German and so the transcript is a record of
the simultaneous translation into English. The quality of the Tribunal
translation services was recognized at the time as excellent, and
Goering’s words were rendered throughout by the best translator in
the team.
I was brought up in England and naturally use the English style of
spelling. The transcripts were prepared using the American spelling
of the time, and I have left that alone. This means you will find both
in the text, as with ‘organisation’ in my commentaries, and
‘organization’ in the transcripts; I hope this will not be an irritation.
I also had to chose between ‘Goering’ and more correct ‘Göring’.
I chose the former because that is how the name appears in the
transcripts.
I have not given a list of the books I have consulted. There are
more than enough books dealing with Goering and the Third Reich,
and scholars can consult vast archives and libraries full of histories.
Making sense of any part of this enormous wealth of written
evidence is a job for professionals, and they can take care of
themselves.
For the rest of us, it is hard to find serious books that give an
overview of the trial and Goering’s part in it. (I am not going to
mention the films and television programmes!) I will recommend just
two books:
~ The Nuremberg Trial by Ann Tusa and John Tusa. This is an
account of the trial that is comprehensive and balanced, but manages
to remain readable. If you want an unbiased introduction to the trial,
this is it.
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~ Hermann Göring – Fighter Ace by Peter Kilduff. A good account
of Goering’s formative years.
There are so many books that cover Goering’s years in power that
we are spoilt for choice and even the smallest village library will have
something to study. I hope this book will add to the existing record,
and let readers see something of who the man really was.
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Foreword
The internet can be a dreadful snare for the unwary. You go
online to search for, say, a holiday hotel in Europe and suddenly half
the morning has slipped away and you are studying the trade in Baltic
amber – something that had never crossed your mind before.
It was on one of those days that I chanced across the transcripts
of the Nuremberg Trials, and they immediately swallowed me up.
I suppose what drew me in was the fact that this was history on a
grand scale, a major world event, and it had happened so recently.
Within our father’s or grandfather’s lives. History in our time, if you
like.
What made me read more, and more widely, were the characters
involved. I write novels. Characters are my stock in trade and without
truly observed characters, no story will satisfy. Not even romantic
ones like mine. Every good tale needs a villain or two, and here were
villains galore.
I did not stay frivolous for long. The crimes the court was set up
to examine were so horrifying, and on such a vast scale, that no-one
can read about them without revulsion. Germany’s Third Reich lasted
for only twelve years, but in its short life it was responsible for so
much death and destruction that even now, seventy-five years later,
we are still feeling the effects.
After the war ended in Germany’s defeat, the Allies faced the
question of what to do with the high ranking Nazi prisoners they had
caught. They also needed to consider what to do with Germany, and
how to ensure it would not start yet another World War. They went
some way to solving both of these problems by staging an open trial
of the people responsible for the criminal past. The world and the
German people would see just what had been done, and who bore
direct responsibility for it.
The records of the trial are massive. Two hundred and eighteen
days of formal proceedings and most of them make very dry reading.
My attention was drawn to the records of the most senior Nazi,
Goering – Field Marshall Hermann Wilhelm Göring – deputy Führer
and second only to Adolf Hitler in the Nazi State hierarchy. Most of
the defendants seemed cowed by their status but Goering took
command of the situation and spoke confidently. His testimony
leaves a chilling picture of a criminal regime.
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I selected the records of Goering’s cross-examination for this
book. He did take the witness stand and testify on his own behalf
but, as with any accused person, he gave a one-sided account of his
life and actions. It is only under cross-examination that we can see
the façade slip and unveil some of his real character.
That evidence is interesting by itself, but the dynamics of the
courtroom brought more drama alive. The lead cross-examiner was
an American, Associate Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson. More
questions were asked by a British barrister, Sir David Maxwell-Fyfe.
The interaction of these three men – Goering, Jackson and MaxwellFyfe – makes a story that crackles with life and tension despite the
dryness of the legal record.
Even though Goering is the centre of attention, I am not going to
make judgements on him or his character. I am not a historian and
plenty of much wiser heads than mine have covered that ground. The
reader will have to make their own assessment from the record that
follows. I can guarantee they will put this book down with a feeling
of horror, and relief that Goering did not survive the trial.
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The International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg
On the 8th May 1945, the Second World War in Europe came to
an end. Unlike the First World War, this one had been genuinely of
the twentieth century. Modern machinery, particularly the airplane,
had spread the battlefield over the whole continent. Many soldiers
had died but so had many millions of non-combatant civilians. In the
last year and a half, Germany had borne the full force of Allied
destructive power and now lay in ruins. With its cities and industrial
economy destroyed, it was no longer capable of feeding its surviving
citizens. There would be years of hardship before anything like
normal life returned.
Psychologically, the war had brutalised all its European
participants. They had become accustomed to violence and death
entering their daily lives. Everyone had been touched by it, from
peasant farmers who lost family or friends on the Army casualty lists
to the desperately poor city dweller now living in a ruined cellar and
wondering where their next meal would come from. Refugees
thronged the roads, either returning home or fleeing from incoming
regimes bent on revenge. Winter would come in a few months and
everyone knew life would get harder.
It is difficult for the present day to truly picture the cold
hopelessness of the times, particularly in Germany, but this was the
context in which statesmen and generals had to work and build a new
Europe.
The first order of business was the de-nazification of Germany,
the rooting out of Nazi officialdom and the re-educating of party
members. The Allies also had to comb through the prisoner of war
camps, searching for war criminals.
At the same time, the military administration was consolidating
into four zones, each under the control of one of the four major
victorious powers – Russia, America, the United Kingdom and
France.
Once it became clear that the Allies would defeat Germany but
long before the war in Europe had actually ended, Allied leaders had
already begun thinking about how they would deal with major war
criminals. They knew, in general terms, the nature of crimes
committed by German forces in occupied territories, and against the
Jews and other groups within Germany. They understood that there
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could be no construction of a new European order until those crimes
had been recognized and punished. For the first time, that
punishment would not be of a defeated people but of the individuals
responsible, all the way up the chain of command to the very top.
In October 1943, the Allies called on the fledgling United Nations
to set up a War Crimes Commission.
At first, the leaders of the big three – Russia, America and the
United Kingdom – did not approve of trying major war criminals in a
court of law. Stalin preferred to solve the problem by shooting
50,000 of the most important Nazis, although he did jokingly offer
Churchill a discount to 49,000 when he reacted with shock to the
proposal. Churchill himself initially favoured a quick firing squad
execution of any top Nazis caught, and Roosevelt seems to have been
attracted to something similar.
It is to the lasting credit of the United States, and particularly
Secretary for War Henry L. Stimson, that they used all their power
and influence to persuade the Russian and British governments to set
up the International Military Tribunal. At their Yalta conference in
February 1945, the big three agreed that major war criminals would
be tried in open court, given the opportunity to defend themselves,
and either released as not guilty or punished appropriately.
Once the political decision had been taken, the lawyers could get
down to work. As they sought to agree court procedures, their first
hurdle was the fundamental difference between the Anglo-American
common law system, and the more Napoleonic approach to law of
the Russians, French and Germans. The first aims to uncover the
truth by adversarial argument before a judge; the second is a more
inquisitorial system with the bench taking responsibility for the
investigation. Naturally, the first meetings of prosecution teams from
the four powers (Russia, America, Britain and France) were difficult
and laying down a mandate and procedures for the Tribunal did not
come easily.
The second big difficulty lay in deciding exactly what crimes
defendants should be charged with. The lawyers had no book of
international rules to follow and instead relied on international
agreements signed by the German state (which automatically had the
force of law inside Germany). Reaching agreement on two charges
was relatively easy – War Crimes, or breaking the laws and customs
4
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of war, and Crimes against Humanity or inhumane acts against any
civilian population, such as enslavement or genocide.
Another count, Crimes against Peace or waging aggressive war,
gave more trouble as the lawyers had no wish to create offences
solely to prosecute the Nazi leadership. Everyone felt that marching
into neighbouring countries and taking over by force was
fundamentally wrong, and eventually agreed the legal foundation for
the charge lay in international treaties previously signed by Germany.
The most problematic charge was that of conspiracy to wage war
or commit war crimes. Conspiracy as a concept was familiar to
British jurisprudence and Americans were well used to dealing with
Mafia conspirators in their fight against organised crime. Continental
lawyers found the idea much too slippery and it took some time to
define the charge. It continued to cause argument throughout the
trial.
As part of setting up the Tribunal, some possible defences were
ruled out in advance. As a foundation, defendants and their lawyers
would not be permitted to challenge the validity and authority of the
Tribunal. The defence of ‘I was only obeying orders’ was also
banned, as was tu quoque (legalese for ‘you were doing it too’).
Its legal foundation agreed, the Tribunal moved to Germany. It
had been difficult to find a suitable location to hold proceedings as
German cities had suffered terribly from bombing and invasion. The
Russians felt strongly the Tribunal should make its home in Berlin –
deep inside the Soviet occupied zone – but that had two
disadvantages. Firstly, Berlin had been almost completely destroyed
and secondly, no-one believed the Russians would treat Tribunal staff
well. Within their zone of occupation food was in very short supply,
and the Red Army was busy dismantling German industry and
resources for transport back to the USSR.
On the other hand, the Americans were well known for having the
most generous commissariat, and for being far better at solving
supply problems. Life would undoubtedly be much more
comfortable if the operating base of the Tribunal was within the
American zone.
In the end, they selected Nuremberg because its Palace of Justice
happened to be largely undamaged, and it had a spacious prison
attached. It also had a symbolic resonance; the major Nazi rallies had
5
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been held in the city, and the anti-Semitic Nuremberg Laws had been
introduced there.
The logistics of the trial were immense. The Americans especially
had an army of lawyers and support staff to accommodate. The trial
had to be conducted in four languages – English, French, Russian
and German – and simultaneous interpretation was used for the very
first time on a large scale. The defendants were prosecuted primarily
from documents that they had signed themselves – the Nazis seem to
have had a mania for recording meetings and conversations - and
many of those records had been captured. If a document was to be
used in court, it had first to be translated into all the official languages
and enough copies produced for all the prosecution and defence
lawyers – this in the days before simple office photocopiers. All of
these support services had to work correctly all the time, and in a
country so damaged by war that the population’s major concern was
simply finding enough to eat.
The war had ended on 8th May 1945. On the 19th October, a
detailed indictment was handed to each defendant, and on 20th
November the trial commenced. In a little over six months, an entire
mechanism of international justice had been constructed and was
ready to start work.
Could we do the same today? Certainly not. We have to remember
that the men and women who set up the International Military
Tribunal had been schooled in war. They had spent years fighting and
struggling to get things done, because their survival demanded it.
Their energy and can-do spirit are humbling.
Did they do a good job? Undoubtedly, considering the alternative
to the Nuremberg process would have been to simply take the
defendants out into the prison yard and shoot them.
Justice is never completely black and white but, considering the
evidence produced, their eventual punishments seem to fit their
crimes.
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Herman Goering
The Making of the Man 1893 -1918
Hermann Wilhelm Goering was born in January 1893 at
Rosenheim in Bavaria. His family belonged to the respectable middle
class. His father, Heinrich Ernst, a retired cavalry officer, had made a
career in the Imperial consular service and become the first
Governor-General of South-West Africa – now known as Namibia.
Hermann Goering was the fourth of five children born to
Heinrich’s second wife, Franziska. At the time, Heinrich was serving
as Consul-General in Haiti and Franziska returned to Germany for
the birth. Baby Hermann was left with a family friend in Germany
while his mother returned to Haiti – a practice that sounds very cold
to modern ears, especially as she did not return for three years.
The family returned to retirement near Nuremberg where they
were lent a house in a small castle called Veldenstein, the property of
a wealthy friend, Dr Hermann Epenstein. Dr Epenstein was the
young Hermann’s godfather and had become an important influence
on the family. While at Veldenstein, Hermann’s mother lived as
Epenstein’s long-term mistress.
Much of what we know about Goering’s childhood comes from
Goering himself. While being held as a prisoner, he was interviewed
by the Americans Dr Gustave Gilbert, psychologist, and Drs Douglas
Kelley and Leon Goldensohn, psychiatrists. These were genuine
interviews and not interrogations; Goering was able to relax and
reflect on his early life.
Of course, he was speaking of a time more than forty years before
and his stories were always more likely to be a reflection of how he
viewed himself as a boy rather than a strictly factual account.
One example: in 1904, aged eleven, Goering was sent to a
boarding school at Ansbach. Soon after his arrival, his class had to
write an essay about the man they most admired. Goering greatly
respected his godfather Epenstein, and chose to write his essay about
him.
Unfortunately, although he had been brought up as a Catholic,
Epenstein had some Jewish heritage and the headmaster knew about
it. He berated Goering and punished him. Afterwards he was
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attacked by school-yard bullies and made to walk around wearing a
sign saying, ‘My godfather is a Jew’.
Very early next day, he packed his bags, smashed a violin he had
been given as a gift, cut the strings on the school orchestra’s other
instruments and took a train home.
An alternative account of his departure from Ansbach is that he
had been unhappy under the discipline there, sold his violin and
bought a train ticket home with the money.
Which story is true? Perhaps that is not the right question; rather
we should ask why he chose to portray himself as suffering for his
‘Jewish’ godfather.
From independent records and by his own admission, Goering
was not a biddable child. He recounted that his mother once said,
‘Hermann will be either a great man, or a great criminal’.
His parents decided to enroll him in a military cadet school in
Karlsruhe.
Military discipline suited Goering very well. He thrived under it
and when he graduated five years later, he entered the senior cadet
school at Gross Lichterfelde near Berlin. The Prussian military caste
had taken the place of his family, and in 1911 he graduated with the
rank of Ensign, and was included in the Selekta group, roughly
equivalent to graduating with honours. He chose to stay at Gross
Lichterfelde for post-graduate studies and was commissioned as
Leutnant in 1912.
His domestic arrangements changed around this time. His
mother’s place as Epenstein’s mistress was taken by a much younger
woman, and the family moved to Munich. Goering’s father died there
at the end of 1913.
In January 1914, Leutnant Goering reported for duty with the 4th
Baden Infantry Regiment in Mulhausen, Elsass (now Mulhouse,
Alsace).
He had hardly settled to his duties as a regimental officer when the
First World War broke out. The next four years were probably the
most important in forming Goering’s character.
His war started with seven weeks of intense fighting around
Mulhouse, in the Vosges mountains and on in the direction of
Verdun. Goering proved to be a successful soldier and served as
company commander. For this fighting he was awarded the Iron
8
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Cross 2nd Class. Suddenly, he was invalided to Freiburg suffering
from severe rheumatoid arthritis in his knees. His future as an active
soldier looked bleak.
Chance took a hand. An old friend was stationed nearby, as a
trainee pilot at a flying school. His friend offered to take Goering on
as his observer, a role in which stiff knees would be no hindrance.
With a little help from his influential godfather, Goering was able to
transfer from the infantry to the flying corps as an observer.
It is hard for us to imagine life as an airman in the First World
War. The airplane itself was new, having changed from a plaything to
a military machine in just a decade. Flying remained dangerous and
attracted reckless young men.
Senior officers in the Army were not pilots, and the majority of
them had never flown as passengers. At the beginning of the war,
they had little feel for what airplanes could do. Day to day control of
the air operations was left to the aircrew themselves, that is, to a
group of highly motivated, self-confident young men who wanted to
fly, hunt the enemy, and enjoy life.
Flying units quickly developed into close communities of fliers
who lived, fought and relaxed together. The frightening experience of
flying over enemy lines and braving the anti-aircraft artillery
cemented these small bands of brothers and the men made
friendships that endured over the years.
Aircrew saw themselves as an elite, and the general public agreed.
Fliers were glamorous and, when the role of fighter pilot developed,
the public treated them as stars.
The early airplanes were difficult to fly and unreliable. Many were
lost to accidents during training and in normal operations although,
as they flew quite slowly, a significant number of airmen survived to
fly another day. At first, airmen were more likely to be killed by
weather and accidents than enemy action.
The airplane had two military functions; to observe artillery fire
and direct it onto the target, and to undertake photo-reconnaissance
of the enemy’s positions. The airplanes invariably had a crew of two,
a pilot and an observer. In the German context, the observer was
usually an officer and in charge of the airplane. The pilot might be an
officer or a non-commissioned officer.
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Goering threw himself into learning the technology of his new
profession and soon gained a reputation as a hard-driving personality
who would take risks to get the job done.
At this stage of the war, army staffs on both sides lacked
confidence in the usefulness of airplanes, but that was to change
rapidly. The artillery learned to use the information planes could give
them and, at head quarters, mapping sections clamoured for more
and more aerial photographs. Of course, if the two-seater photoreconnaissance machine was useful for one side, it became obvious
that they should prevent enemy two-seaters gaining the same access
to their own rear areas. Single seat fighter aircraft were needed to
secure the skies, and to escort photo-reconnaissance missions into
enemy territory.
In mid-1915, fighter airplanes were reaching the front lines, and
Goering was attracted to their independence and aggressive intent.
He applied for pilot training and qualified at the end of September,
but did not get his wish. He returned to two-seaters for the rest of
the year, although he now flew as pilot.
In February 1916, the German army began an offensive at
Verdun. The intention was to draw in French forces and grind them
up in one of the most horrific battles of the war. Goering fought
hard in this battle, flying both bombing runs and reconnaissance
missions. While flying a two-seater, he at last achieved a cherished
aim, and shot down an enemy airplane. He shot down a second
victim next day.
Goering was finally able to graduate to single seat fighters in July
1916, after the Battle of Verdun and at the start of the British
offensive on the Somme. He shot down a third victim at the end of
July.
Goering was an energetic and aggressive pilot, sometimes flying
up to nine sorties in a day, searching for the enemy and trying to
engage him. The fighting was hard but frustrating, and Goering
ended the year in hospital after being wounded in the hip in a
dogfight.
1917 proved to be a good year for the German air force as new
fighter models, particularly the Albatros DIII, gave them an
advantage over their enemies. This was the period when Manfred von
Richthoven – the Red Baron - established himself as an ace apart,
and when the British lost a third of their aircrew in ‘Bloody April’.
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